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mohar pleces but It is In only one or two rare Instances that the Mughal mohars or fractions of the mohar exhibit any denominational epithet. One example is the unique couplet dinar i jalall of Akbar In the White King Collection— White King Sale Catalogue, Part III, No* 8,499. In the case of the silver coins there is the unique specimen in the Bodleian Library Collection, and figured In the supplementary Plate to this Catalogue, which bears the word *-uj^ e rupee \ One or two very rare iloM, issues of Akbar are called 4^y c darb*, and we are told that a darb was half a jalala, tlwjaldla being the square ttahti rupee. But the only coins yet found which bear this denominational epithet are a few round ilaM rupees of Sitpur mint, and a round ila>M> half-rupee of Agra mint. The largesse money with its names of nisar, nur afshan, and khair qabul, and the legal drachms stand In a class by themselves. Nisars are found In both gold and silver,. and as a rale are coins much smaller and thinner than the ordinary currency. Their weights often do not correspond with any fraction of the rupee expressed by the usual powers of two* One or two wisars of the diameter of a rupee are known of Shah-jahanabad and Akbarabad mints, but they are thinner than the rupee. Nisdrs are of dainty and superlative execution. They are all very scarce, but are known from several mints* Some unrepresented here are Daulatabad, Itawa, Patna, Ahmadnagar, Akbarnagar, Urdu Zafar Qarln, and Chmapatan. The first nistlrs are those of Jahangir, and the last were struck by Farrukhsiyar. Only a single nisar of Jahandar has yet been found, while nisars of Shah 'Alain Bahadur are unknown.1
The nw afshan is peculiar to the reign of Jahangir* The name means ' light scattering \ and may be derived from Nuru-d-dm, the laqab of Jahangir, or from Niir Jahan, the name of his famous consort. I am inclined to the former belief because nur afahans are known of dates nine or tea years before coins began to issue in the name of Nur Jahan. The coins themselves are beautiful and tiny silver pieces of great rarity5 equivalent to one-twentieth of a rupee in weight, and are known from the mints of Agra, Ajmer5 and Lahor only,
The khair qdbfol, literally £ may these alms be accepted (by God) ', is also peculiar to the reign of Jahangir. It Is a very scarce small piece of silver, generally naintless, but one or two pieces of Lahor mint are known.
The legal drachms are square silver coins, though a round one is known, weighing about forty-six grains* They bear on one side the words ^tyZ* **j*i and on the other the name of the mint. Apparently
are described in Mr. C. J. Roclgers* paper, Nairn on a List of Silwr Coins Aurangteb, JT. A. S. B.» 1883.

